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Natalie &
Lindeen share
a moment!
Sometimes
you have to
go on someones Facebook to get
their photos of
themselves.
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L i f e a t
Coventry
has been
wonderful It keeps raining and the fields keep growing and the
horses get out and the pastures look grand. We added new
sand to the indoor arena. So the arena rx is not sticking to us
as much. We need more sand but what we got made a huge
difference. Soon we will have new sand in the outdoor too!
	

I rode Bella in a clinic over the weekend and got to do
some canter half pass! I was thrilled. Bella is an awesome
horse! We also went to a few hunter shows, two weekends in
a row, below are some photos of some happy riders.
	

Also, I bought the domain name
www.ClarionCallHerbals.com, got someone to do the website
(soon) and will be selling my custom made Clarion Call
herbal blend. It will be official - finally. Also, Coventry has
ordered a custom feed for our horses. It is going to be so
unique and nutritious that we will have to cut back on the
hay. Will keep you posted!

Kristin’s new partner in crime.
Maximillion. He is thinking, “if
I had shades on I would be
even cooler.”

Mandy & Beau looking awesome.
What in the above
photo needs adjusted?
Taylor & Maverick at Horse on Course won a
few blue ribbons and the judge wanted to
take Maverick home! Nice straight line elbow
to bit!

Can this horse jump
three foot? That is the
question?

"Don't say you don't
have enough time.
You have exactly the
same number of hours
per day that were
given to Helen Keller,
Louis Pasteur, Michelangelo, Leonardo da
Vinci, Thomas Jefferson & Albert Einstein." ~
Jackson Brown Jr.,
writer
Coventry dressage
show this Sunday

☺

